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Background



Writing in the Baltic countries

● Determine the writing tradition(s) in the three Baltic countries:
○ Estonian
○ Latvian
○ Lithuanian

● Measure how local writing traditions differ from English-centered 
Anglo-American tradition
○ the assumption that the way academic texts are written is 

culture-dependent



The Bwrite project

Our aim is to: 

● develop a research method that allows one to determine 
which features of a text are indicators related to 

● genre, discipline, culture and experience. 
● Furthermore, we aim to provide strong empirical results 
● that will allow writers and instructors of writing to better 

apply those specific text features for teaching and writing.



Current aims 

● Create a representative and meaningful structured corpus of 
academic texts.

● Develop a model which can be used to measure specific features of 
texts which could help us describe how these occur or vary across 
different types of texts and/or languages.

● Apply machine learning methods on the created dataset to train and 
test each feature from the model individually, and the features in 
combination.



Five-feature model (~writing tradition)



The corpus: what it 
contains



Texts

● All academic texts freely accessible in the internet
● Web scraping

○ From various universities
○ From various disciplines:

■ humanities
■ social sciences
■ other (less represented - lack of journals / opportunities to 

publish in local languages)



Result: tons of PDFs in Nextcloud



Data overview: document counts

Category Estonian Latvian Lithuanian* Total sum

Number of all documents in corpus 34,928.00 6,409.00 33,747.00 75,084.00

Number of all student work documents 27,833.00 3,147.00 0.00 30,980.00

Number of BA theses 16,295.00 153.00 0.00 16,448.00

Number of MA theses 9,420.00 2.00 0.00 9,422.00

Number of PhD theses 1,246.00 2,992.00 0.00 4,238.00

Number of other/general student work 
documents 872.00 0.00 0.00 872.00

Number of journal articles 6,227.00 2,711.00 33,747.00 42,685.00

Number of yearbooks 734.00 0.00 0.00 734.00

Number of proceedings 134.00 551.00 0.00 685.00

* Lithuanian: we are currently readjusting the data, 
all theses got cleaned away accidentally.



Data overview: document lengths 

Length of 
documents

Amount of 
sentences 
in 
document

Amount of 
words

All docs Estonian Latvian Lithuanian Estonian Latvian Lithuanian Estonian Latvian Lithuanian
min 2,002 2,047 7 6 7 1 168 320 2
max 2,127,643 2,220,928 3,555,962 17,053 21,750 25,391 323,226 410,569 641,415
avg 95,809 190,159 37,392 804 1,300 271 14,714 32,821 6,548
sum 3,346,417,026 1,218,727,953 1,261,851,932 28,089,940 8,331,330 9,155,446 513,939,884 210,348,172 220,969,256



Technical process





Step 1.



Nextcloud: the beginning

1. Using Python to scrape available data from the digital repositories of 
universities
a. BeautifulSoup library

2. Uploading the downloaded files to cloud
a. Creating a folder structure of downloaded files

Lessons learned:

● Gather easily accessible metadata
a. Year, university, institution, tags



Step 2.



Making PDF-s machine readable (1)

1. Download PDF-s from the cloud;
2. Parse documents from PDF to text

a. PyMuPDF fitz module
3. Process texts with Texta Toolkit’s MLP (MultiLingual Preprocessor) module:

a. Lemmatize texts;
b. Detect language;
c. Add POS tags;
d. Add representation of scripted languages.

4. Submit computations to the UT High Performance Computing Center (HPC 
Center) cluster.



Making PDF-s machine readable (2)

Input:
{
    "texts": ["Mis su nimi on?"]
}

Output:
[
  {
      "text": {"text":"Mis su nimi on ?","lang":"et","lemmas":"mis sina nimi olema ?","pos_tags":"P P S V Z"},
      "texta_facts":[]
  }
]



Step 3.



Uploading texts to Texta Toolkit

Texta Toolkit - No-Code Machine Learning & NLP Platform,
Research & Data Automation

What it does?

- Data preparation
- Training Text Classifiers
- Training Entity Extractors
- Live data analysing

Benefits:

- Proven track record
- All NLP tools in one software
- Graphical user interface
- Open source (for now…)



Cleaning the data







Adding metadata

1. Adding metadata as texta facts
a. Genre (BA thesis, MA thesis, Journal Article…)
b. University
c. Publication

2. Splitting text to find additional metadata
3. Using Regex to find desired patterns

a. Discipline
b. Faculty
c. Year
d. …



Challenges
You can’t make assumptions



Challenges
You must know your data



Challenges
You must know your data



Challenges
You must know your data



What follows?



https://www.bwrite.ut.ee


